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            NEWSLETTER – MAY 19TH 2006. 
 
 
Dear friends, 
 
 
The 3rd week of May has started and some planetary 

changes have set in. The Sun has entered into Taurus 

on May 15th. Mercury moved into Taurus on May 16th, 

Mars moves into Cancer on May 25th. Venus moves into 

Aries on May 25th too. Thus we would have Jupiter in 

Libra, Saturn and Mars in conjunction in Cancer, and 

Venus in Aries. These planets in angular houses could 

create some difficult situations around the world. 
 
It could be a bad combination for America, and India 
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too. America could expect some major storms, 

landslides and some serious land threats. This month 

and June /July could be a dangerous time. There could 

be some accidents or explosions. Huge water related 

problems and some shipping accident/tragedy or else 

oil spill/fire is very much possible. I also see 

destruction of some town somewhere south to southwest. 
 
India will face some flooding situations. There will 

be some unusual weather there. The neighbouring 

countries are likely to get affected in some negative 

manner. Danger to General Musharraf of Pakistan. Great 

loss due to flood and land growths and agriculture 

could get affected. Many animals could die. Terrorists 

may strike with fire and bombs. Some explosion/fire 

could take place in some public carriers. A very 

dislodging time for some countries. Many people will 

relocate during this time. Some will change their 

residence, and some jobs. President Bush will have a 

very hard time during these months. Some major 

decisions will take place about some Muslim country, 

and could bring the situation to the brink of war. 
 
I had written in my earlier newsletters I had made few 

predictions that this was a time for divine justice. 

One of the things that happened was the dismissal of 

the case of Alaya Rahm, who made some despicable 

allegations against Satya Sai Baba, the divine lord. 

All his accusations proved to be false, and by the 

statements of the prime witness it was proved quite to 

the contrary. The statements of Mr. Kraydick, the 

prime witness for the plaintiff proved that Satya Sai 

Baba was indeed divine. This was the divine justice. 

People forget that one of the main disciples of Jesus 

also betrayed him. They even crucified Lord Jesus, but 

that did not alter the fact that Jesus was divine. 
 
I had mentioned “A great fire that burns on land”  

That could be the volcano that erupted in Indonesia 

recently, but this may not be it all. I had mentioned 

shipwreck, and on the eastern coast near Malacca 

straits, a ship with 500 people went down. I had 

mentioned that some eminent person could die during 

this time. The second in command of the opposition 

party of India, was shot and he died. I still foresee 

some great danger by fire and water. Places whose 

names start with the consonants of Cha, Ja, Da, Ka, Pa 

and Ba could be most susceptible. 
 
Nature unleashes its fury because man interferes with 

nature. Man has taken everything away from nature. We 

have dug out all the nature’s resources and there is a 

great hollow in the earth. The air that nature gave us 

has been so polluted by us. We have turned our own 

human nature into an animal nature. Love has been 
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replaced by hate, compassion has turned into greed and 

ambition, truth has been overturned by untruths, peace 

has been eclipsed by violence and wars, generosity has 

been overcome by selfishness, and so much so that man 

has dared to challenge God. 
 
Really speaking, peace, love, harmony, contentment and 

bliss are not to be found in some shop in Manhattan, 

or in a temple or a church. It is all within us. We 

have shattered that peace into pieces, in our 

materialistic desires. In that lust for money and 

luxury, we have forgotten our true human identity and 

become demonic. All the problems that we are 

experiencing in the world today are not created by 

God, but by man himself.  
 
God created man as potentially divine. As it is 

written in the Bible, that God created man in His own 

image. But maya, the great materialistic distraction 

and delusion has blurred our vision and our ego gives 

us another identity, which is different from the 

original, which is temporary and a creation of the 

mind. In reality, the soul is a spark of the creator. 

For example, a Diamond is basically carbon, just like 

coal. But coal is dark black, dirty, can burn out and 

reduce to ashes. But the Diamond is the hardest known 

substance known to man, and it cannot be broken or 

burnt. No matter what you do, it never loses its 

shine. Similarly, the soul, the Atma is potentially a 

divine spark, which never dies. It’s the body, with 

its material senses and the mind, which is perishable. 
 
 
Therefore we must do introspection, into our own self, 

into our purpose of life and revert to our true 

spiritual identity. Every act, thought and deed that 

are materialistically induced create karma and draws 

us further into delusion. Its like quicksand. As long 

as we indulge in our senses and play up to the mind, 

we will continue to experience joys and sorrows, good 

and bad, happiness and grief. It’s a never ending 

story. But if we use our wisdom, master our mind and 

senses and relate only to the consciousness, then we 

would become free of consequences of karma and become 

free forever from this world of make believe, of 

pleasure and pain, joys and sorrow, of gain and loss 

and life and death.  
 
The true Being is a one without senses, without mind, 

without body, without intelligence, without form, 

without qualities, without identity. The true Being is 

just consciousness! 
 
 
God Bless 
 
Dr. Rakesh Kumar 
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Chairman 

ISHWAR 
 
Website- ishwarastral.com 

Ph: 646-238-2570 (New York) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
__________________________________________________ 
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